Low-maintenance,
high living
TIERTM luxury rigid core flooring.
www.tierflooring.co.za

Love your floors.
Love how you live with flooring that takes the hassle out of floor ownership. TIERTM indoor flooring offers you
all the benefits of wood flooring without the drawbacks. Aesthetics that mimic wood - with durability, scuff
resistance and eco-friendly features that far outperform that of other indoor flooring products.
TIERTM makes your life and you home- simpler, greener and more beautiful.

APPLICATIONS

BENEFITS

Engineering meets style.
PROFILE COMPONENTS OF TIERTM
TIERTM flooring offers a cutting edge embossed wear layer to give your floor a natural and tactile feeling. Anti-slip
and anti-UV protection provide the ultimate in longevity, safety and style.

LUXURY
RIGID CORE
FLOORING
With CarbideCoreTM technology.

UV, scratch and slip resistant.

Photorealistic print technology.

Manufactured with solar energy.

Reduces noise and allows for a softer
under foot feeling.

EASY INSTALLATION
Installing TIERTM flooring is made quick and easy with a rigid tongue and groove click groove that creates a
watertight, seamless finish. For details, visit the website www.tierflooring.co.za and download the care and
installation guides.

Flooring to love and live on.
PROFILE AND WARRANTY
The new size of the board profile allows for a higher quantity of joins per square meter offering more resistance
to expansion and contractions during extreme climate changes without affecting the film or ware layer. This
leads to a more dimensionally-stable floor that will last for decades. Installation is also faster and easier. We have
chosen a rigid durable profile for added strength and longevity.

5.50 mm
181.0 mm

The lifespan of your TIER™ flooring product starts on the date of purchase and continues until the expiry of a
certain length of time as per the table below:

Warranty classes

Specifications
Core thickness (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Boards per box

3.50

181 x 1 220

10

Underlay thickness (mm)

Thickness (mm)

Mass per board (kg)

1.50

5.50

1.65

Wear layer thickness (mm)

m2 per board

m per box

0.55

0.22

2.21

2

Light Industrial

Heavy Commercial

Heavy Domestic

Abrasion class*

Abrasion class*

Abrasion class*

AC5

AC5

AC5

Use class**

Use class**

33

42

Wear layer type

Click system

Use class**

Engineered polymer

Yes

23
*As defined in BS EN 13329.

**As defined in BS EN ISO 10582.

COLOURS AND STYLES
TIERTM flooring is designed to be beautiful and livable. Choose the style and colour that best suits your home and
make your floors your favorite feature.

TF491-2
Washed
oak
beige

TF3672-5
Rustic
oak
grey

TF3672-2
Rustic
oak
natural

New colour

New colour

TF387L-3
Polished
hickory
grey

TF491-5
Washed
oak
natural

TF334L-5
Catalpa
wood
grey

TF387L-12
Polished
hickory
steel

TF491-1
Washed
oak
grey

TF491-4
Washed
oak
blonde

TF387L-9
Polished
hickory
olive

TF491-7
Washed
oak
olive

Love your home.

Choose quality alternatives to timber that improve
your lifestyle and the environment.
TIER TM is setting the benchmark for eco flooring and green manufacturing processes. TIER TM high
performance products are created using solar energy and are an ultra-low maintenance, water resistant
alternative to timber. With TIER TM indoor flooring you make a positive impact on your home and the Earth.

Made with solar energy

High fire resistance rating

TIER™ flooring is manufactured using solar power and greatly
decreases our overall carbon emissions. This benefit to the
environment offers real peace of mind for our customers.

TIER™ flooring has the highest fire resistance rating possible in its
class, making it a safer and more reliable product for your home.
Comprehensive fire reaction data is available for your fire engineer
upon request.

A product by

www.tierflooring.co.za

